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A. Answer the following questions.

(7 × 2 = 14)

1. Why do animals need to have sense organs ?

✃

Note : Cut along the marking to avoid un-even cutting or torn

2. What are creepers ?
3. Write two names of aquatic animals.
4. Why is water from all sources not safe for drinking ?
5. Write two properties of air.
6. What do you mean by melting, freezing, and condensation ?
7. How do we get the following ?
(a) gum

(b) paper

(c) rubber

B. Answer in one word.

(4 × 1 = 4)

1. Which animal gives us wool ?
2. Non-living things that exist in nature are called
3. The conversion of ice into water is called

.
.

4. What is the main source of freshwater ?

C. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below.

(5 × 1 = 5)

plants, dust, smoke, weight, germs
1.

can make us ill.

2.

makes the air impure.

3. Air contains
4. Air has

particles.
and it occupies space.

5. We should grow more and more

around us.

✃

D. Write 'T' for true and 'F' for false statements.

(6 × 1 = 6)

1. Plants give us wood, medicines, fibres, herbs etc.

(

)

2. Gum is made from the latex of the acacia tree.

(

)

3. Fish breathe through their gills.

(

)

4. We cannot see air but can feel it.

(

)

5. Breathing impure air is good for our health.

(

)

6. Rain water is safe for drinking.

(

)
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✓) the correct answers.
E. Tick (✓

(4 × 1 = 4)

1. We dig the following to get underground water.
a) lakes
2. Cactus is a

b) wells

c) seas

b) herb

c) shrub

b) Cat

c) Tiger

.

a) desert plant
3. Some of us eat the meat of this animal.
a) Goat
4. Zebra is a / an

animal.

a) omnivorous

b) carnivorous

c) herbivorous

d) none of these

F. Pick the odd ones out and write them in the blank spaces.

(4 × 1 = 4)

1. Sesame, mustard, tulsi, groundnut
2. Neem, tulsi, jute, mint
3. Brinjal, pumpkin, tomato, tea
4. Rose, jasmine, champa, acacia
G. Mention two names each of animals for the following categories.

(2 × 2 = 4)

1. carnivores
2. scavengers
(4 × 1 = 4)

H. Match the following columns.

I.

Column - A

Column - B

1. Ice

(a) gets collected in ponds, lakes and rivers.

2. Rain water

(b) rain.

3. Water cycle

(c) gaseous form of water.

4. Water vapour

(d) solid form of water.
(5 × 1 = 5)

II. Match the following columns.

Column - A

Column - B

1. Cloud

(a) Salty

2. Sea water

(b) rain

3. Supply of safe water through water

(c) filtered and boiled water

treatment plants
4. Ground water

(d) tap water

5. Safe drinking water

(e) well

★★★★
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